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The First Sin was Sound
Thomas Sayers Ellis

Black and White Digital Photography, Dimension Varies, 2021
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The New Crown
Thomas Sayers Ellis
And now, too, we will have to suffer through years
of mankind's middle management,
its minions, handlers, influencers,
and the elite of this realm
who are controlled by beings,
beginnings, Eden, endings,
from the lower regions of both testaments
where the bad novel pushers
have initiated us all in Identity
and the cult of the cure.
2
We will have to detox our organic systems
of all traces of the radiation
that linked itself to our websites
and recharge our water,
before drinking, in the real sun,
if we can find one,
if we could just stop reading so damn much
and talk to each other
as much as we used to touch.
3
The old crime of kicking TV in the face
will have become
a prerequisite Sport,
the old physical theater of Rome,
on the path to ascension
and those who cut open trees
to reclaim their grandparent-portals
will be forced to remove their own knees
to reinvent the new tin foil
scalp cap
of former forests,
the religion of the seed helmet.

2
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4
So many elders in windows overlooking
melting cafes,
the perspiration of a slow tempest
same as the one
the makers of celestial surfboards
juice for human smoothies,
stem cells, micro to macro,
buried beneath Red Cross Buildings,
the royal access of needles.
5
But the kids, the kids won't care.
It’s all acupuncture to them.
Dressed like adults
with real jobs and real faces,
each will sit in the sickly stadium of yesterday
versus no tomorrow-day,
watching the math of birthday reruns,
holding hairy, sweet globes of cotton candy
that never grow old.
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We Over Did It
Thomas Sayers Ellis
until its branches
became our own limbs of Technology,
did it, where we did it,
sitting under the Tree of Knowledge
replacing nude servitude
with an appetite for each other’s eyes,
like the Gods
of External Guidance,
the big ones who always have their way
with our perception of ourselves,
a materialism as comfortable as the metal in
its new home of self, the flesh
an imperfect vision
with no idea the Hebrew language
is simply Greek in a mask,
but we were busy bitching about the columns
and high windows
in the architecture of behavior
including the way sin,
the god of the moon,
tricks lives into the dimension of definitions
where, instead of siding
with the suicides,
all we did was cry, like giant ants,
allergic to the root races
of the scales of health.

Electronic Leak Detective Agent
Thomas Sayers Ellis
Digital Photography, 2021
4
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Infamy
Thomas Sayers Ellis
This is infamy: Mornings,
a worry
as was Walcott’s,
cold driveways,
Iowa, aging aubergine,
a fight, a space heater
at the foot of a dream,
the moon without a nude model,
like a literary lie
alive in its crystalline
canopy, and writing workshops:
photocopies, white
photocopies, stapled sheets
dead as Dey. The hive’s
slanted diss abyss
turned on. A track
of heroes that repeats
its I AM bics, a purring song.
A mothering notification of betrayal from a dumb phone.
A crawling regret.
A craving for grits
no muse of history can fix.

5
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Front and Back
Mariana Astete
Lithograph, 14.5”x 11,” 2021
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Fair and Fair, the Wren
Krysta Mayfield
She’s fair and fair, the wren;
reposing under a winter’s sun and o’er a slow fade of green.
She’s fair, the wren;
songless among the weeping needles along the shore,
her swift chatter a potation
for weathered stalks and wild things and exposed roots basking in the
cantillation
of the bitter wind.
“Tell the tale!” the earth’s breath howls through the reeds
as it bends them closer to the wren,
closer to truth and deeds,
closer, closer to forgotten days, and memories of the first snow when frozen
bodies fall
thick;
the earth awash in vernix and purity restored. Yet, history soon births
memories—
too new to be held in remembrance except by the feathered beast cradling
lore
in her repose.
“And ocean ends won’t meet again, some say, but a single ember
will loose the flames one day.
It’s all the same, all the same.
Words left unsung, a scorch across their brow,
drift to a fiery feast on sacred ground. Flesh alight, finds despair or
respite—
it’s all the same, all the same.”
She’s fair and fair, the wren;
hear her o’er the withering of the leaves, rapt and wrapped within a savage
tongue,
reminding us those days of yore rest in the morrow, forgotten
until the rise of Winter’s gaze
along the shore.

7
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People Die
Krysta Mayfield
Death is born alongside the living—
a stone set in the gut
until flesh rots.
I do not fear it.
I fear how it comes. Not for the dead,
but for the living.
Some dying is ugly.
The end is the same but it breathes differently.
The dying was not beautiful.
How would You have us to die?
What is the perfect dying leading to a perfect death?
Because these weak vessels,
these imperfect bodies,
rarely do dying well.
They often suffer until they crave death.
No, we do not die well.
Sometimes, we die ugly.
And here I am remembering.

8
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Mujer Es Un Toro
Sonia Garcia,
Paper Collage, 6” x 7 ,” 2019
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A Sacrament
Candice Harding
There is a woman I love
who turns gardens into graveyards;
with yellow in the eyes, like the marrow of a bone,
she has no grace left for spectators.
Yet, long ago, on a sandy beach which stretched away
from the tips of my fingers to the sound of what was not,
I watched her…there, just before the white of the wave.
She danced, arms tangled in the air,
slow…
like the setting sun that blends the sky into the sand.
I remember her in these ways,
as all golden indulgences are kept,
like savored spaces between the sighs of sorrow.

10
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Words that Don’t Exist
Candice Harding

Everlong
Candice Harding

If I didn’t mention the beauty that
lies within your body
it’s only because I found
I fixated on the
quicksand of your hands
far longer than I should.
Forgive me, for my words
weigh less than they would -

Close your eyes; I am the
same I was yesterday, the
same as tomorrow.
Throw the paraphernalia
of this journey in your
nightstand.
Close your eyes; I will be
your private calamity.

11
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Haunted
Whitney Wright
I am kissed by rain and it burns as it falls
tenderly down my arms, encasing my wrists
in cold shackles. I am chained to this place,
forever it seems.
The linoleum floor is ice underneath my toes,
but I continue forward for the ones
outside the door.
Methodical beeps become my lullaby,
And every hour the sun blinds me, waking me
from unfruitful sleep.
I breathe unevenly, trying to keep tempo
with the anxious flutters of my heart, and like always
I fall behind.
I long for sleep more than anything. I pray
for the soft grip of a worn-out mattress
instead of this industrial coffin.
I’ve been here long enough to know that
within these wires no God can reside.

12
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Cadralor #12, “Oyster House”
Lori Howe
1. “Clairvoyance”
2047: Awaiting a train, Dr. Anna Steele sees her own death on the
movie screen
in her husband’s mind: her body cracked and leaching vital fluids
onto the rails,
the screech of hydraulic brakes too late to save her from the push. The
hypothesis
comes in chalk-white characters: “The brain’s endogenous electrical
fields can mediate
propagation of self-regenerating neural waves. Hate and desire excite
the field. Concentration +
distillation = a rebounding Doppler effect that magnifies the wave.”
Anna recalls Martinique,
a fortuneteller who could put her tongue inside the wave, coat herself
in the fine, gold weave
of desire (you will marry a blue-eyed man), taste the sour-milk
hangover of anger (someone wishes you harm), inhale the basil and
lime scents of faith (you will bear three children), carry the stone of
loss (and raise two), as her plea fills the subway air: (always stand
behind him).

13
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2. “Oyster House”
My house’s bones are made of salt, a fine accretion, a beauty of fish
skins and scales,
a Pompeii cast to its eye; it forever watches for the plume. The air in
this house is cast
in abalone, glows pearlescent in the ancient dusk, violet as white
cotton sheets at twilight.
The walls have hands; they whisper through fingers brailled beneath
paint fresh and creamy
as skin. The cellar is a monk, an inured anchorite, prayers a
vocabulary of silence in saffron robes. The attic, a peacock: mullioned
windows, air scented with heart-of-pine and turquoise, cobalt with
longing. In 1609, New York Harbor thronged and clacked with half
the world’s oysters; later, on Canal Street, all you could eat for six
cents, and shells burnt for lime: kilns
a phosphorescent shimmering through the night. Every Dutch town
has a Pearl Street.
Every house has its secrets. Every one of us, all our salt-crystal walls,
our bones and tongues
is a sieve.

14
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3. “perijove”
Unseal the door gifts of a blood orange; pull apart the gasping petals
of her segmented heart,
tongue its sweet exsanguinations. Strew peelings along the radiator’s
hiss: let them curl
like wallpaper, their oils murmur like starlings. Born of seeds,
humans divine messages
from the knowing opacity of spheres. Photos of Jupiter’s cloudmass,
taking from its perijove,
gift us with a distanced augury, a casting of entrails. Jupiter swims in
a silken skein of robins-egg
waves, intestines floating weightless and terrible as a globe filled only
with desire, bitter
and beautiful as a gold ring on a thread, refusing to sway, to tell
secrets. We are all planets
untranslated except by scent, our own drying peels and cloudscapes
roiling to be descried.
Eat the orange; let its sticky garnet pleasures anoint you to your
wrists. Sway on your thread.
Peel the graven calendar of your body open to the bitter and the
sweet.

15
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4. “Dendrochronology”
Waipahu, Hawaii lights the sky with jewels, sends a smoke-lamp
skyward to cloak fireworks
from the gods; monsters are drawn by the sound of feasting. In the
swamp cathedral of North Carolina lives a cypress born a thousand
years before Beowulf released his sword,
(cont.)
Hrunting, to the saltwater bride-sands of Grevelingen mere. Mead
halls burned, gems
and precious metals seeped molten glitter through the cracks of the
Earth. Nebuchadnezzar II
gave the Hanging Gardens of Babylon to his Persian bride, Amytis; he
built an Archimedes screw
to water her orange trees. Over a freeway in Marin County, starlings
embody a cup, then pour away. No moment is fleeting when the earth
hears the notes of its aria. A condor soars
a hundred miles without flapping its wings. Everything that rises:
sword-arms, oceans, smoke songs, feathered heartbeats of lovers,
builds its nest in the hennaed layers of trees.

16
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5. “kitchen music”
For years, I bemoaned the stickiness of garlic skins, how they cling,
scent magnified by water.
Now, I peel a hundred golden cloves until my hands smell like your
kitchen, open my third eye
and see you at the stove, wooden spoon and wine glass, NPR on the
radio as you pestle basil
into pesto. I smash cloves flat with the side of my good, turquoise
knife, let their gossamer skins
cling to my fingers, fragrant as a ball gown; they swirl the ruby
slippers of my nails, my fingers
dancing backward across the white counter. I touch an amino
fingertip to my tongue, feel lights
dim, hear the music
skip
in the next room. The sulfur in
garlic binds with stainless steel. I can wash my hands with the soft,
flat side of a knife to pull its oils from my skin, but no wild element
can seine away your scent. I rub my fingers with honey, sea salt, the
tender insides of a peach; I hear your step on the stairs as Billie
Holiday floats like wine into the amethyst dusk.

17
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Immaterialis
Randy Smith
Pitt Cairn liked to watch ghosthunter TV shows
where spooked people employed electromagnetic field
detectors, infrared thermometers,
and digital cameras with night-vision modes
to track the whereabouts of numinous spectral haunts
disrupting the space-time continuum.
When he was sixteen, Pitt returned
from pulling moisture samples at the peanut plant
to find his mother's house burnt
to the ground. Mr. Charlie, the Fire Chief,
said the blaze started in the bedroom, so Pitt figured his mom
fell asleep watching Judge Judy and smoking
Virginia Slims. Later, sifting through
the ash, Pitt found the barrel of his 12-gauge shotgun
and his mom's TV's rabbit ears
fused into a plastic-metal glob.
Pitt's aunt finished raising him because Pitt's father
disappeared to Arkansas when Pitt
was eight, hauling a trailer full of boutique
hogs for a rich man who thought raising miniature
pigs might be a chic hobby
and conversation primer. Pitt never knew
how he got so interested in ghosts, nor how he lucked
into antique clock repair, filling
his trailer with astral machinations
of time he could auction online. Each tuned pendula
oscillating with cold certitude
along the brass bob's period, and the steady

18
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catch-release of escape wheel teeth, lent soma and substance
to him for all material elusive and unseen.

Wild Hopeful Exuberance Bursting from My Lungs like
Applause
Lauren Elena Lopez
Archival Pigment Print, 24” x 36,” 2022
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When the Wind Whips Your Hair against Your Lip Gloss and
Flirts with Your Dress
Lauren Elena Lopez
Archival Pigment Print, 24” x 36,” 2021
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El Grito (Remember the Alamo)
José Fonseca
Todos misunderstand tu grito
because you had a tongue that smelled
like buffalo hide that was cut off
by la espada de un conquistador,
which healed and gave you a gringo accent.
Todos misunderstand tu grito
because the plains, woods, rocks, y rios all tasted
of gold morning dew magic, which was replaced
by Eucharist y vino, abajo la oscuridad de la cruz,
that is now a venti coffee from a starbucks,
saturated in mega subwoofers of a megachurch.
Todos misunderstand tu grito
because your fingers felt bow strings,
before the lasso de vaqueros vacando a Louisiana,
before the Anglos put a leather glove on and appropriated it.
Todos misunderstand tu grito
because it was native blood that made mud in Spanish musket
smoke,
before the slumping stone walls of your bones steamed con
Tejano
sangre, mas Tejano sangre suelto, and mixed with river water
because of the rifles of The Rangers.
Todos misunderstand tu grito
because Tejas is a native word,
Alamo is a Spanish word,
remembering is to engage with history,
and state history does not start with Sam Houston y ese grito.

21
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The Tears of Esther on Her Wedding Night
Makenna Wilson
The cries of Queen Hadassah are silent,
And incomplete.
The cries of someone who has no parents.
The cries of someone that has turned pliant.
Oh! To be lady Vashti, she laments.
Heard to the point of the king’s frustration,
Able to walk away unreliant
On people that were Esther’s salvation.
Yes, she earned half more than was her station
Because she fasted to earn her favor.
Which is more a liberated woman?
Which is more worthy of the lord’s honor?
The one who walks away to live one’s life,
Or the one who stays to take Haman’s scythe?

22
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Cliff Abstract
Kelly DuMar
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Two Gun Pete
Acrylic, 18” x 24,” 2021
Clifford Thompson
Tobacco
Clifford Thompson
In the early 1970s, when I was little, black folks talked about going
“down the country.” Mainly this meant visiting whatever parts of Virginia
our parents called home before they came to D.C. and settled down. For me
it meant putting on my Sunday clothes and my hard shoes and sitting in the
back seat of our car for two hours—forever! —until we got to Uncle Gun’s
house. When we went, once every few months or so, it was usually on a
Saturday, which the worst way possible to spend a day off from school, and
I’d always find out about it the morning of the trip: “Go on and get washed
up,” my mother would say, “We goin down the country to see your cousins.”
It was like having the ice cream knocked out of your cone and onto the
sidewalk. I never said anything; I just went upstairs to the bathroom,

24
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dragging my feet the whole way. I would take forever getting cleaned up—
my protest, though I didn’t think of it that way, against the inevitable.
The Saturday trip I’m thinking about started off the way most of them
did. My mother, my father and I walked out into the bright May sunshine to
the black car, as clean as we’d ever get. My father wore his tan two-piece
suit with the thin lapels, the one he wore to church every Easter (the only
time he went); my mother had on her dark blue dress. I wore a shortsleeved white shirt with a collar that was stiff as a piece of wood and kept
rubbing the back of my neck. I carried my G.I. Joes with me, one in each
hand, to play with in the back seat. At least our car was good for that—there
was a lot of room back there. It had been a cab once, that was the thing; my
father had bought the white Dodge in 1967, had it painted black with
orange stripes along the side, and drove it for the Capitol Cab Company.
When he retired from cabdriving he kept the car and spray-painted over the
stripes. It looked like a regular black car, if you didn't stand too close.
We piled in and my father turned on the radio. A talk show. In the
back, kneeling on the floor, facing away from my parents, I made my G.I.
Joes fight it out on the seat. With my mouth I made the sound of them
hitting each other in the jaw.
My father said, “What time is it?”
“Quarter past eleven,” my mother said.
“Good. I can get there time enough to catch most of the ball game.”
“Harry! I know we ain’t goin all the way to Rocky Climb so you can
watch the ball game. We spose to be visitin.”
“That’s visitin. I can talk while I watch the game, cain’t I? If I know
Gun, he don’t wanna miss it neither.”
“Lord have mercy. Men.”
We rode through the streets of northeast D.C. When we stopped at
the lights I fell back against the front seat because I was facing the wrong
way, and for a second each time I felt a little sick. But it would pass, and I'd
keep right on playing with my G.I. Joes.
My father said, “What kinda noises is them you makin back there?”
“He just playin wit his men,” my mother said.
“Ain’tchu gettin kinda old to be playin with them toy soldiers?” my
father said. “Seem like you oughtta be movin on to other things. How come
I don’t never see you out there playin basketball and football wit the resta
them boys?”
I didn’t know what to say to that, so I didn’t say anything. “You can
play with your cousins this afternoon,” my mother said, trying to sound
nicer than my father, which she was.

25
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My cousins. That was the worst part of the whole thing. We were
always going to see my cousins, and my parents always said it like it was all
for my benefit: “Go get washed up, we goin down the country to see your
cousins.” Even then I knew better. My mother and father were going down
the country so they could sit around and talk to Aunt Betty and Uncle Gun
about people and things I never heard of, and I was going with them
because I was ten years old and they couldn’t leave me at home. While I was
there, I had to play with my cousins, who hated me, and whom I wasn't too
crazy about, either.
My father’s comment about the G.I. Joes had spoiled the fun I was
having—partly because, deep down, I thought he might be right. So I put
them on the floor of the car, got up on the seat and faced forward. I looked
out the window and daydreamed—mostly about what I’d do when I got
older—the rest of the way down the country.
I knew we were almost there when we got to the dirt road. There were
trees on both sides of us, so many you couldn't see past them to anything
else. I stared at the trees through the dust raised by the old Dodge-cab, but
I was thinking about my cousins. I made up reasons why they might not be
home when we got there; maybe they were all sick and had to go to the
doctor, or maybe they had gotten in trouble at school and their teacher
made them come in on Saturday. I came up with a lot of reasons, so many
that by the time we got there I was sure they wouldn’t be home.
The trees finally ran out on the left side of the road. My father made a
slow turn and came to a stop, right next to the pickup truck, which was a
faded red, in Uncle Gun’s front yard. We got out and walked toward the
house, and I thought, as I always did, that a good wind could probably bring
the whole thing down. We were going up the steps of the rickety wooden
front porch when Aunt Betty came half-running out of the house. “Oh,
chile, it’s good to see you!” Her thick, black arms opened wide, and her hug
swallowed my mother whole.
Uncle Gun came out. He had on a plaid flannel shirt and these old,
old jeans, and his pipe stuck out from his black and white beard. He smiled
-- he didn’t have any front teeth -- and shook hands with my father. Then
he looked down at me. “How you doin there, young fella?”
“Fine.”
We all went into the house. So far, so good; I didn’t see my cousins.
They were probably at the doctor’s. I sat down between my mother and
father on the springless couch.
“What time y’all leave?”
“Bout a quarter past eleven.”

26
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“Oh, y’all made good time then.”
Uncle Gun went to the corner and turned on the black and white
floor model TV. “Ball game should be comin on,” he said.
My mother and Aunt Betty smiled at each other and shook their
heads.
This wouldn’t be so bad. I could just sit and pretend to watch the
baseball game for a couple of hours, and then maybe it would be time go
home. I settled back on the couch and relaxed.
Aunt Betty said, “Wayne, your cousins playin out in the back. You
wanna go out there with em?”
I went out the back door and sat down on the porch. My four cousins
were at the end of the yard. I watched them until I figured out what they
were doing. They all stood on one side of the wooden fence; one of them
would kick the fence, and they’d wait. Then there was a loud barking, and a
few seconds later a hound dog would appear through a hole in the bottom
of the fence. The dog would run toward my cousins, who would laugh, jump
the fence before the dog got to them, and repeat the whole thing from the
other side.
Aunt Betty came to the back door and shouted, “Y’all play with
Wayne!” Then she disappeared, and my cousins gave up the hound game
and walked toward me. Two of them were ten, my age. Two were younger.
When they got to the porch, I said, “Hi.” They didn’t say anything. We just
looked at each other for a while. Then Kenny—tall and skinny, with the
biggest teeth I’d ever seen—said, '”Whatchu wanna play?”
“How bout Hide and Seek?” I said.
Kenny said, “Okay.” He smiled. The rest of them smiled, too, and they
all looked at each other. I would remember this moment later, and it would
make perfect sense.
Kenny was “it.” He stood in the middle of the yard with his eyes
closed and counted to fifty. I ran around one side of the house, and I
noticed, although I didn’t think anything of it, that everybody else ran
around the other side. When I got to the front of the house, I looked for
someplace to hide. I thought about the back of Uncle Gun’s truck, but I
figured I might get in trouble for going in there. I couldn’t think of
anywhere else. Then I noticed the crawl space under the porch steps. I
could hide under the porch! But I remembered I was wearing my good
clothes. I had to hide there, though, because Kenny would get to fifty soon.
Oh well, I thought, as I crawled under the porch.
I stayed on my hands and knees in that dark, dirty, slimy place for
what seemed like two days. But I was happy. My cousins couldn’t find me
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because I’d picked a good hiding place; now they would see how smart I
was, and they might like me a little better.
Then I heard the hound dog barking.
I crawled out. I sat on the front porch steps with my elbows on my
knees and my chin in the palm of my hand. I was close to tears -- I felt the
hot tightness behind my eyes -- but I held them back. Maybe I couldn’t
control anything else that was going on, but I could control that. Somehow,
I wasn’t that mad at my cousins; they were just being my cousins. You
couldn’t blame them for pulling tricks on me any more than you could
blame a bee sting on a bee. The ones I was really mad at were in the living
room watching TV and gabbing with Aunt Betty and Uncle Gun. They were
taking the only time I had to myself and making it worse than school, and
they didn’t even care. The more I heard their voices and laughter drifting
out the front door, the madder I got. Finally, I couldn’t sit there anymore. I
had to walk somewhere. I couldn’t go to the back yard, because I’d run into
my cousins, and that was out. So, I left the porch and walked toward the
dirt road that had brought us here. I was passing Uncle Gun’s truck when I
thought I heard my mother calling me. But I didn’t turn around, and the
sound didn’t come again.
I dragged my feet on the road, making clouds of dust that rose as high
as my ankles and then faded. I stayed to the right, a few feet from the wall
of trees. I didn’t know what kind of trees they were; I just knew they were
twice as tall as any I’d seen at home. And straighter. The road was straight
too, although it dipped here and there. As far as I could see there wasn’t one
car on it. My eyes had stopped threatening to tear up. I was still mad,
though.
When I’d gone a good ways from the house, I picked up a fallen limb
and swung it as I walked, absently listening to it whoosh through the air. It
was the only sound around me. For a minute I forgot I was mad, and I
pretended the limb was a sword. A villain with a sword and a big hat and
moustache appeared in front of me; we dueled it out till I got him through
the heart, and he fell down and made a big cloud of dust. Then I
remembered I was mad and went back to just swinging the limb.
I came to a clearing. The trees to my right opened up like the Red Sea;
in the middle was a grassless patch that sloped gently downward. I turned
into the clearing, still swinging the limb, pretending now that I was
entering the land of the monsters to rescue the princess. When I got her
out, she would show her appreciation by letting me hold her hand. The
monsters were huge and green, but they were pretty weak, too. When I
hacked at them with my blade, they either died or ran away.
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There was a pond at the bottom of the clearing. I stood on the edge of
the bank and looked out at the green water. Except for the clearing, the
pond was surrounded by trees: monsters. I held my sword stiff in my hand,
bracing myself for them.
Somebody said, “Hey.”
I looked to my left. About thirty feet away was a gray-haired man
sitting on the bank with a fishing pole, looking at me. I wasn’t sure what,
but something was odd about his face. “Come here,” he said.
My mother had always told me not to respond to strangers; if I didn’t
answer him, though, he might get mad and do something. I didn’t know
what to do, so I didn’t do anything. I just looked out at the water and hoped
he’d forget about me. After a few seconds, I couldn’t stand wondering
anymore, and I looked over at him.
He was still looking at me, and he said, “Come here.”
Without thinking, I started walking toward him. I stopped about
halfway, and said, “What?”
“Come here. I want you to help me with some’m.”
I walked the rest of the way, slowly, still holding on to the limb. When
I was about five feet away, I got a good look at his face and stopped dead.
I'd never seen anything like it before; for a second, I really thought I was
dreaming. His eyes were spinning in his head. They moved from side to
side, faster than I could make mine move if I had tried. It was as if a spring
had broken inside his face, and there was nothing to hold his eyes in place.
He looked at me for a second -- at least I guess he was looking at me; it was
hard to tell -- and then turned around and reeled in his line. I watched the
veins standing out on the back of his dark hand as he wound the reel. I
wondered if I should run. When he was finished, he reached for a
Styrofoam cup beside him. He held it up toward me and said, “Think you
could put another worm on this hook fuh me? I cain’t see too good.”
I said, “Um . . .” I felt a little relieved. This seemed like a good reason
to call me over. “Okay,” I said. I tossed my limb aside, knelt and opened the
cup. There were about a million worms in there, all of them just barely
moving, like they were waking up from a nap. I pulled one out and watched
it move between my thumb and forefinger.
I heard the man say, “Ever seen one like this?”
Thinking he meant the worm, I said “Yeah.” I looked up at him. He
was holding a knife with a foot-long blade.
In the next second, a lot seemed to happen at once. I realized I was
running up the slope, and I heard the man yelling “Heyyy!” Then I saw the
happiest sight in the world: Uncle Gun’s red pickup was pulling into the
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clearing. It slowed to a stop; I knew in a second my mother and father
would get out, see me a mile from the house with my good clothes all
muddy, and have a fit. But I didn’t care. They could yell all they wanted, as
long as they got me away from that jiggly-eyed old man with the knife.
But then Uncle Gun got out, wearing his Jed Clampett hat, and I
realized he was alone. I looked back at the other man, expecting to see him
right behind me, holding the knife and snorting like a wild animal. But he
was still sitting on the bank with his rod and reel. I came to a stop and
looked from the man to Uncle Gun.
Uncle Gun walked toward me, slowly, with his hands in his pockets.
“Hey there, Wayne,” he said. His voice was friendly, like he had just run
into me by chance. “Whatcha doin?”
“Nothing,” I said.
The man yelled from the bank, “Hey, Gun!”
Uncle Gun smiled and yelled back, “Hey, Charlie! Whatcha know
good?”
“Same old story,” the man answered.
Uncle Gun looked down at me again, and his face broke into a
toothless grin. “Come on, let's go for a ride.”
“Okay,” I said. I walked around to the passenger’s side and opened
the door, then looked back at the man, Charlie, one more time. He was
kneeling over a big, flat rock, and with the knife he seemed to be cutting up
a worm.
We didn’t go straight back to his house. We went further down the
road I’d been on, then turned on to another one. There were trees along this
road, too, but only on one side. On the other side were shacks.
Uncle Gun talked to me about different things. I thought he was
leading up to something, the way my mother did sometimes. I kept
expecting the next thing out of his mouth to be about why he had come
looking for me, or why did I go so far from the house, or why didn’t I get
along with my cousins. But he wouldn’t bring it up.
“Nice day out here. Too nice to be sittin down lookin at a ball game,
’less you at the ballpark,” he said, as I looked at the thick callus on the
inside of his thumb. “I tried to tell your daddy that, but he wasn’t havin
none.” He laughed softly. I tried to think of something to say back, to hold
up my end of the conversation, but nothing would come to me.
He didn’t seem to mind. “Them boys won’t puttin down nothin no
way. I could hit better than they was hittin out there today. Funny thing, I
been lookin forward to watchin the ball game all the week, and now it's on
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and I’d ruther be outside. Funny what a man’ll get hisself all worked up
over. Don’t half of it matter nohow.”
The inside of the truck had a smell I kind of liked. I thought I’d
smelled it before, but I couldn’t think where. The seat was hard as stone.
We hit a bump and bounced up and down; I felt like I’d been kicked in the
behind.
“Sorry bout that, partner,” Uncle Gun said.
“That's all right,” I said. It was, I didn't mind.
“That’s what you get without shock absorbers,” he said. “Kinda like
ridin a horse, huh?” He laughed his gentle laugh again. I smiled. We hit
another bump. This time the glove compartment came open, and I knew
what the smell was when I saw what was inside: a pipe.
Uncle Gun stopped the truck in front of a store. I'd never seen this
store before, or one like it; it had a porch about two inches off the ground,
made of wooden planks, some of them spaced about an inch apart. Above
the door was an oval “Coca-Cola” sign. The red was faded and streaked with
rain. “Be right back,” Uncle Gun said, and he got out and walked in the
store.
Sitting alone in the truck, squinting against the sun, I started to feel a
little sad. I thought about my Uncle Gun, about how he had known where to
find me, how he'd known that I even needed finding, how he had spoken
with ease to a man with a knife and spinning eyes. I couldn’t imagine I’d
ever be able to know and do those things. When I saw him come out of the
store, framed in the window of the truck, he looked like the picture of what
I could never be.
When he got back in the truck, he had a small tin can in his hand. He
pulled a plug of tobacco from it and put it in his mouth, then held the can
out to me. “Want some?”
The truth was, I didn’t. It looked to me like eating cigarettes. But he
was doing it, and I wanted to do what he did. I took out a plug and put it in
my mouth.
“How ya like it?”
It was nasty. Awful. Horrible. But I wasn't going to spit it out. I bit
hard into it, the juices shot out into my mouth, and my body trembled with
their bitterness.
“It’s good,” I said.
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Rome Finds Professoressa Castle
Michael Lewis-Beck
The air felt sticky to Harriet as she stood at a taxi rank outside
Fiumicino airport, pale eyes peeled for an official White Cab. Her emerald
wool skirt hadn’t wrinkled, but the weave was too thick for Rome this time
of year. Fa caldo! It’s hot. But she did not care. In Rome she could breathe
the air, free of her boring colleagues, slow students, and pestering ex-lover,
Arnold. Here she could go on digs, discover lost artifacts, and work on her
next book—The Etruscan Truce: Years of Peace. Maybe I could even… she
ruminated, only to be interrupted as the taxi pulled up. “Palazzo Corsini,”
she commanded the driver.
“Very beautiful, the Palazzo,” he said. “But so far from the Vatican.
His Holiness, Pope Francesco has…”
“The Etruscans are my lookout,” she cut him off, in her fluent, if
labored, Italian. Her lecture, scheduled for 3:00 p.m., was to take place to
the south of the city, across the Tiber in Trastevere. She told the driver to
speed up.
In the lecture hall, above the podium, hung a garland of petite putti.
Inspired by this ornate frame, the Director of the Roman Archaeological
Institute launched into a rococo introduction. “This young scholar, a new
star on the horizon, has authored forty-three papers and four books,
including the winner of the coveted Alder Prize. It is my pleasure to give
you Professoressa Castle….”
Harriet rose to the polite knuckle-knocking on chairbacks. “Thank
you, Professore Crispino,” she began. “Since my talk, The Pyrgi Tablets:
Doubts from the Phoenician Plate, takes some tight twists and turns, I
advise close attention. I’ll speak in English, an Iowa English,” she said. A
titter traveled the room. “No matter,” she said, clicking on the slide show.
“In this first plate we have the lines beginning “tul erase nac ci avi….
Translating the whole passage, it reads: This temple and these statues are
dedicated to the god Uni. However, Who is Uni? Maybe a female god.
Maybe one of fertility rather than war, called Astart.”
For forty-five minutes, Harriet stood ramrod straight, mowing down
the slides like rows of corn, her harvester fast and sure as it cut to her
conclusion. “Uni and Astart are one and the same, a female fertility god of
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the Etruscans.” The audience let go an ovation. But she was dissatisfied.
She felt her address lacked life-feel, spontaneity, wit. Nevertheless, she
accepted the lecture’s mechanical rhythms and stuck to the canons of
hypothesis testing. She yearned to become the most celebrated
archaeologist of her generation.
At Rossini’s with Paolo, her grad school chum, Harriet settled into a
wicker chair. She unclipped a turquoise barrette from her ginger hair,
letting it cascade. “That Phoenician talk’s ready for a top journal,” she told
him. “A far cry from the reports we drafted on pot shards in the Kelsey.”
Her cheeks pinkened, as she recalled they did more than report writing.
When she allowed herself to think about it, she admitted it was the best sex
she ever had. But that relationship ended when Daniella showed up,
quoting Calvino to him.
Paolo paused, thinking of their Michigan school days. “You are still
beautiful—like an Alfa-Romeo, always beautiful,” he finally said.
“Potreì vedere il menù?” Harriet asked Paolo, to break from the
English they usually spoke and to divert Paolo’s ogle. She assayed the
menu, as she would a site map, then declared, “green olives, followed by a
steak Fiorentina, grilled just enough to seal the juices.”
This roused Paolo to verse. “A made meal of blue beef chops/ washed
down with blood-red Tuscan drops.”
“You still can’t kick the poetry habit?”
“Afraid not,” said Paolo, before turning to the waiter. “Bring us an
earthy wine, a Super Tuscan.” The waiter was off like the Pope’s smoke.
“What about Arnold? The wedding?”
They rested, each in the eyes of the other. To break the spell, Harriet
squeezed a half-lemon over the sizzling steak that had been placed before
her, its char marks bleeding crimson. She took a big bite. After it was
chewed and swallowed, she answered, “I’m finished with men.”
“Ah-ha,” said Paolo, ignoring the sea salt perfume rising from his
linguine and clams.
“I broke off the engagement,” she went on, before pursing her tulip
lips. “He wanted to be together night and day. To wake in the morning and
make love, then bring me coffee in bed. He called me at the office for lunch
dates. ‘Meet under the clock at noon,’ he would say. On my voice machine,
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he would sing Dean Martin, old crooner songs. He took me out for dinner
and always asked for a corner table with candles.”
“Sounds romantic.”
“And I’m not. Sex once a week and not in the morning before work; it
makes me late to class. Coffee in bed always spills. At the office I’m in office
mode and lunch dates waste time. The love ballads on the voice machine
embarrass me. Have you heard ‘Whena the Moon Hits your Eye Lika Big
Pizza Pie’? Why can’t lunch just be a chunk of cheese and some olives,
working at the computer?” she said, as she took a handful of the large
cerignola olives in front of her.
“You didn’t love him?” Paolo said, weaving his fork through the
linguini like a small boy.
“What is love? An abstraction, an empty concept, a vapid theory. Try
holding it in your hand, it disappears. Or worse, love appears real—a
bouquet of dandelions picked from the backyard. Arnold made such
pointless, at best quixotic, gestures,” said Harriet, prior to casting a
ravenous glance at a last bite of the charcoaled T-bone.
“A scholar, not a lover,” Paolo concluded. A tear wandered down a
suntanned cheek. He put aside his fork. “Daniella. She’s leaving me. For the
trainer at her new gym, Hard Candy.”
Harriet’s high forehead crinkled. “That can’t be its name!”
“She puts on these scarlet sausage tights and meets Rocky there for
noon workouts. Afterward they have a pizza at Da Mario. Thursday was
anchovy.”
“You were spying?”
“I smelled it on her breath,” Paolo said, then burst out crying. She
passed him a dusting cloth from the small dig kit she carried.
“Time’s taken wing. All this delicious food and drink, mixed with the
bittersweet discussion of our lives and loves.” She tapped her Swiss Army
watch. “Must prepare for my celebrants tomorrow—the kickoff seminar.”
Harriet patted a forearm of his canary sport coat and fled, to avoid, at least
for now, the tangle of Daniella. The three of them had all met in Ann Arbor
and were old friends. However, Harriet’s relationship with Daniella had
become superficial, not to say jealous, once Daniella had taken up with
Paolo, even married him.
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The café, Il Cigno, occupied a central location on Viale Parioli, the
main shopping street of posh Parioli. Harriet waited there under one of the
purple Pellegrino umbrellas. Daniella arrived a bit late, panting. “Porca
miseria! Couldn’t get my Vespa past this big-ass Maserati.” She gave
Harriet a light peck on both cheeks then sat down.
“How was your class, Professoressa?” asked Daniella.
“The students are not using the brains God gave them,” answered
Harriet. “When I explain how you must systematically select an earth
sample before you start digging, their faces go blank.”
“Don’t look at my face, it’s blank,” responded Daniella.
“Fair enough. You’re brave, zipping around Rome on a motor scooter!
La dolce vita. What’s Rocky think about it?”
Daniella gasped but simply said, “Let’s order,” and hailed the waiter.
“I saw an Etruscan rice pudding. I’ll have that.”
“Make that two,” said Daniella.
Harriet scooted her chair closer and whispered, “Why Rocky?”
“Rocky’s twenty-three and hot and quick, what you used to call
Paolo—a stud muffin. He laughs and calls me his No.1 Terminator, then
bulges his big biceps.”
“Does he read?”
“You don’t need a book to do what we do.”
“Well, your Master’s Thesis, as I recall, was on Calvino’s If on a
winter’s night a traveler. You were teaching Comp/Lit, too.”
“These days I take disability claims at the Ministry of Fisheries, for
workers injured on trawlers. The Sardinian cases are the worst.”
Harriet stopped talking, as she had become lost in thoughts about
Daniella. She couldn’t help but judge her. Daniella’s brain dead. Sex crazed.
Being mean to Paolo. Daniella stopped talking, too. But the two old friends
did not leave right away. Nor did they finish their pastries. Instead, they sat
watching an old man in a blue seersucker suit burning down cigarettes
while he read La Gazetta dello Sport.
No one came to Volterra for anything but its Etruscan history. Harriet
and her students were no exception. They had come to dig, hoping to find
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treasures or, failing that, adventure. For the moment, Harriet put aside
such thoughts, in order to tackle the practical concerns of the students
milling about her, open-mouthed and poking each other. “Don’t get an
ankle caught! Park yourselves in a row over here, next to this olive tree.
Enough horse play!” she said as she reared like a colt. Her hair sprung loose
from her head, in coils of copper. A blue work shirt, with multiple pockets
holding precise tools, had its sleeves rolled, exposing her sculpted forearms.
Harriet policed the action, moving from one parcel of sampled earth to
another. Then she halted and honed her field machete against a slab of
limestone. “Graziella—the rest of you. See the crawl space under this
stone?” She stuck her machete into the hole. Out slithered a poisonous
adder, which Harriet hacked in half, its red blood spurting.
The students, tired from a day of digging, let her words—and the
sudden warning of potential danger— sink in. The sun had set, the air was
becoming cold. “Restore order at your dig sites, while I make a fire and
begin preparations for our Etruscan stew.” They shuffled feet, sneaked
looks at phones, fiddled with Bic lighters. Work had wound down and the
feast would begin.
Smoke curled up from the campfire. Mingled with the smell came the
fragrance of the evening’s dinner, a Gran Farro. In the firelight, a student,
Frederico, could be seen stirring an enormous pot filled with the ancient
grain of the region and cannellini beans, carrots, garlic and fresh herbs.
Harriet stood over it, enormously pleased: “Such a dish could have been
served here, this same autumn night, 2500 years ago. For certain, it would
be accompanied by pomegranates. That why you brought them, Pamela?”
“Well in my book it says that the women would dress beautiful and
bring pomegranates to parties, to mean fertility,” explained Pamela.
Harriet glowed from the pride radiated by these devoted students.
“Let us raise a goblet of this local Chianti, to toast to our Etruscan
forebearers.” With that, two meaty diggers hoisted the twenty-liter wine
jug, wrapped in straw no less, and filled cups and mugs all around. Harriet
took her own, now full, terra cotta goblet, gulped half, and tossed the rest
onto embers. A carbon cloud burst forth, as did a shout from the gathering.
“Hurrah for Professoressa Castle, the best teacher ever!”
She blushed, scarlet as the wine. “You advanced the perimeter of our
dig site today. We secured valuable material,” she said, standing at
attention. Indeed, as she spoke, she imagined herself an Etruscan warrior,
an archer in fact, one of those so dedicated to the defense of her people they
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cut off their right breasts to leave way for the bow string. ‘Courageous
sacrifice to a cause,’ she thought, as she ceremoniously grabbed her right
breast. Select students noticed this gesture and did not turn their eyes.
Returning from her reverie, she commanded: “Let’s see you dig into this
fine Gran Farro.”
“C’è la luna nuova.” The stars fell close enough to harvest. The soup
kettle had been scraped clean and the bottomless wine jug emptied. Bats
darted about the descended dark. A head-scarfed woman from the village
played a wooden flute. The students listened to the music, watched the
stars, or embraced in twos under blankets, at the far edge of the fire.
Harriet did not want to count stars, and no one stole her kisses. She glanced
at the movement across from her, in the flickering shadows, and saw
Frederico and Pamela entwined. He was caressing her face. She rubbed his
thigh. Harriet felt alone and cold. Fa freddo! she told herself. She wished
someone would touch her like that, really touch her. But she knew her
responsibilities. To the group, she said: “Look up at the moon. It has been
called a ‘man.’ But maybe it is a ‘woman,’ staring at you now, willing you to
consecrate this ground.” The fire made crackling sounds. “I, your proud
teacher, am tired and must take my leave. Until tomorrow.” She gave an
abrupt wave, almost a salute, and marched off to her cabin.
In Paolo’s apartment, Harriet stood at a window, peering down on the
Roman hills. His building sat off a winding road, up the back side of a
sought-after quarter of the city. Silhouetted in the fading sun, Harriet
turned to study the living room. The walls were lined with weighty
clothbound books to accommodate his ‘intellectual friends,’ as Paolo put it.
“See that mud-gray monstrosity on the corner, with the heavy columns?” he
asked, pointing.
“Oppressive design,” replied Harriet.
“Gramschi, our leading Communist thinker, died there, in his sleep.
The street, they named it after him.” As he spoke, he stood over a table for
two, tossing steaming pasta in a crumble-bread red sauce. “Let me serve
you,” he said, scooping up strands with a fork and spoon, flinging some
onto his tailored pink shirt.
“Paolo, such a slob. Tomato spots all over your topographic
monogram.”
“No worries,” he said, pulling back his salt-and-pepper mane. “Try
this Barolo,” he said, filling her glass. “Let’s toast to Daniella’s departure.”
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“How long has she been gone?” asked Harriet, before touching the
wine. For some reason she could only sense, this news made her tummy
burble.
“A month, come Thursday,” he said, after checking his pocket
notebook.
“You don’t miss her anymore?” Harriet sought reassurance on this
point, out of what she hoped was sincere concern for Daniella.
“I miss her in that way you miss the newspaper when it’s not on the
porch. You realize there wasn’t much in it. She took the scratch out of me,
loping off with that young rooster. I just moon around, counting out
syllables in my ‘dumb poems’—Daniella’s phraseology.”
“Your poems aren’t dumb; they have a fleshy resonance. One
contributed to my troubles on the Volterra dig.”
“Did one of your students make a pass? Wouldn’t surprise me. You
carry your 42 years like a frisky youth.”
“Don’t be ridiculous!” said Harriet.
“Which part is ridiculous?” asked Paolo playfully.
“And don’t interrupt,” snapped Harriet, tugging at the cloth belt of
her wraparound denim skirt. “Back at my cabin, after the first day’s dig, I
just wanted to sleep but couldn’t. In my head, lyrics from your ‘Now at
Midnight’ kept repeating…”
Paolo chimed in, picking up the lines, “a dark song to you from Siena/
rises in chorus from white gowns. / A chanted glade, heavy sanctuary in
dew/, doubt at autumn’s dusk.”
“Why, if you will permit me to ask, do these lines trouble you?”
Harriet took a generous pour from the Barolo bottle, knocked it back,
and set the glass down carefully. “True confession. Two of the students,
snuggled up just out of the fire circle, were, as we used to say, ‘going at it
hot and heavy.’ To put it bluntly, it made my body burn. The sex god had
hold of me.” Harriet, having released the tail of the tiger, then inhaled the
remaining pasta, wiping her plate clean with a bread crust.
“Good to see you still have your appetite. Or should I say ‘appetites’?”
“Paolo, please don’t be snide. I’m embarrassed enough.”
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“‘Shit happens,’ something else we also used to say. On your path to
becoming The World’s Greatest Archaeologist you discovered other
valuable goals in the world, like a good romp. Give it up. Go back to Iowa,
back to Arnold, get laid.”
Harriet took the cue. “Remember that night at the Del Rio bar, in Ann
Arbor?”
“Great burgers.”
“I mean when we went back to my place, that crappy little garret on
Church Street, and nothing happened?”
“That’s because Daniella ‘happened,’” he said, staring straight at her
blouse.
“And now?” Harriet asked. Their hands reached across the table,
scattering the bowl of parmesan. She steadied his neck, then planted a
major kiss on his lips, as he cupped a breast.
“I’ve never forgotten how well you French!” said Paolo.
They laughed and fell asleep on the couch, the long comfortable
springy couch, right across from the dinner table. They woke and made
love, in a syrupy dream. Lots of fumbling took place and a board in the
couch snapped, but they just laughed more. Paolo fell asleep again, his arm
draped about Harriet, his hand gently holding her breast. Before he fell
asleep, he quoted quietly from one of his poems, ‘Love Enough.’ “He cups
her breast./ It’s plenty/ it’s nothing — everything./This holding.”
Harriet did not hear him. She had stayed asleep, dreaming of her pet
horse, Blackie, a horse she kept on her grandpa’s farm. She dreamed about
when Blackie bite her on the butt. That dream stirred her awake. She lifted
Paolo’s arm out of the way and left the couch. She buttoned her buttons,
smoothed out her skirt and stepped into her crafted sandals. Rummaging in
her purse, she found a stray Sharpie. In big hand, she scrawled on a coffee
table newspaper: GRAZIE. She turned off the hall light, delicately unbolted
the door lock, and let herself out.
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The Writer
Maureen O’Leary
oil on linen, 30x20 inches,
2019

The Mail March 2021
Maureen O’Leary
oil on linen, 46x46 inches, 2021
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The Trash at
Night
Maureen
O’Leary
oil on linen, 48x
32 inches, 2021
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End of the Yellow Brick Road
Janyce Stefan-Cole
Later that evening, they sat alone in their apartment, wondering if
they had made the right decision. The apartment was a loaner, like just
about everything else.
Bobby said, “Will you look at that view?” trying to put a good spin on
things.
Starrie didn’t look.
The road had been good. The road was real. Now they were parked in
a swank two bedroom, on Nob Hill, overlooking the bay. Bobby said only
she could be immune to the million-dollar view.
“Oz,” she called it, oozing contempt.
Bobby seemed to have connections everywhere, and he’d kept in
touch on the road. The Nob Hill apartment was owned by a guy named
Terry Needham, a friend of a friend; a man heavily into drugs—on both
ends of the game—who’d gone straight and spiritual, or was trying to, at an
ashram, looking to atone.
“An ashram,” Starrie mocked, “So California. The guy’s just gonna use
meditation as a replacement drug.”
“Yeah? And what do you know about it, babe?”
“Plenty,” she said, but not harshly. “Plenty,” she repeated, more
softly. Bobby looked at her. Was she going to go all dark and moody on
him?
The doper/dealer’s good deed, letting two virtual strangers and their
dog live in his posh pad, was meant to make up for accumulated negative
karma, as he put it. But he was set to return to the material world and
Starrie and Bobby had to clear out that weekend. They would move to a two
family at the back end of Golden Gate Park, leave the glamour of Nob for a
tidy, flat bourgeois neighborhood. Bobby’s old friend Dr. Rodney Eeling
had made the arrangements with his old friend, Ron Revelation.
They’d been together just under four months when they hit the road.
The yellow brick road, Starrie said. Bobby sold or gave away most of his
stuff. He’d been a soldier, knew how to survive on less. Starrie had pretty
much nothing with her when they drove out of Boston in a big white SUV.
If someone was on his tail when they set out, Bobby didn’t say. If
Starrie suspected as much, she didn’t say either. By then she knew about
the weed sales. She didn’t know he’d tried to slip into the cocaine market,
had wandered onto mob turf, and put them both in danger. He’d made the
insurance claim when his 1989 Mustang went missing; red with a black
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convertible top. Starrie had loved that Mustang, the wind pulling at her
long mane, Bobby playing DJ as they drove. He’d paid to have the car stolen
and wrecked—chop shop style, and with the insurance money financed the
trip west—keeping to the back roads. Starrie didn’t know about that either;
that he’d wrecked his own car.
She’d been close to happy those road days, the bliss of pure escape.
They’d gone to places with names she’d read about but had not believed in
because she hadn’t seen for herself. The allure had to do with the lightness
of the highway, not knowing what lay ahead at the end of each day: blinding
fatigue, crashing out in a raunchy roadside motel, or maybe a splendor of
place that eased everything about her and made the world whole again, the
way she’d known on the land before everything fell down.
Now it was San Francisco. Some days the damp air cut straight down
to the marrow. Starrie knew the cold of the mountains, the solid cold of
New England where down jackets did the trick, but this was different, this
was a dishonest kind of chill. She’d felt it gnawing since arriving that rainy
night. Already mid-September and she hadn’t yet learned to layer up and
shed against a day that could start out with a wet wind only to burn off and
then chill up again.
“This is sunny California?” she asked Bobby.
The fog slipping in and out was like a character in a noir film—the bad
guy—especially mean at night. When was it ever going to get summer hot?
Everyone said she’d to fall in love with October. They called the climate
temperate, she called it treacherous. She coughed, thought about stopping
for a cup of tea. Paying for the tea, she saw she’d forgotten her cellphone.
She wasn’t used to getting up early for appointments, any appointments,
and this one was a job interview with a doctor, Rodney Eeling.
They’d been on the road a long time, free as birds that never hit
ground. It hadn’t felt artificial at the time; it felt forever. Now they were
stuck. All the temptations of city life had no meaning without cash to burn.
Bobby had nudged her to take up Rodney’s job offer, whatever it was he
wanted. He’d taken them to a pricey seafood place on Pier 39, made the
offer over pomegranate martinis. “Order anything you want,” the doctor
she’d only just met insisted, “It’s on me.”
They’d been battle-front buddies, Bobby and Rodney. Rodney had
been a medic, Bobby a private. He’d moved up to corporal but lost that
when he went AWOL for a few days looking for whores without finding any.
Rodney had laughed at him, what did he expect in the Arabian Desert, tents
full of girls, hijabs removed?
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To Starrie’s protestations that she was unqualified, Bobby said to just
hear Rod out. The thought of a job, any job, felt like a noose tightening
around her neck. She agreed and was now lost. She’d gotten off the bus in
the middle of a neighborhood that might not be the best place for a lone girl
dressed up spiffy for a new job. People hanging on corners; idle,
unemployed. No wonder the bus driver gave her that funny look. Her hardto-identify race, her looks and height usually meant a free pass so she
wasn’t afraid. She didn’t trade on her looks—aware of the edge they gave
her. Anyhow, she didn’t have anything on her worth stealing. Still, she kept
to the curb of the sidewalk.
Frisco was like towns she’d seen all across America: swathes of
poverty scraping alongside centers of comfort and wealth, inequality the
norm; the rich got richer, the poor ate beans. If she could pinpoint what it
was about the city that disaffected her—not this pocket of poverty she was
walking through or the sneaky cold, but something—maybe she’d find a way
to settle in.
She gave up finding Rodney’s office. Wandering alone for a day might
be the ticket, a chance to claim the city for herself, away from Bobby’s
influence, laying it on thick all the time how great SF was. She’d reschedule
for tomorrow, try the interview then. One more day wouldn’t matter. If
Rodney refused to hire her for messing up, so what, something else would
come up. Something always did or had so far.
She walked all day, up and down; hills and valleys, tinkling trolleys,
winking bay, round and round. She was looking for the magic, as if it were a
kitten lost somewhere along unknown avenues. Every place has its magic,
emerging on its own terms; she just had to let it happen. That’s what she
believed. Day waned into evening as she wound her way back up the hill to
the apartment, the hectic workday tempo letting up, hard daytime yielding
to soft evening—until that too turned hard, but in a different way. She must
have asked a dozen people and one cop for directions. A cabbie drew a map.
That was nice of him; she didn’t have enough cash on her to ride in his taxi.
The day was well over by the time she let herself into the apartment,
feet aching from pounding miles of concrete. Bobby called to her from the
kitchen; he was on the phone and quickly hung up. He came out to the
living room, his long hair knotted into a ponytail, shirtless in white jeans, a
lit cigarette balanced on his lower lip.
“Where you been all day, babe? Rodney must’ave called ten times.
You never showed.”
Gangsta rap was playing on the radio, ‘bitches been slappin’ / gonna be
some cappin’ / don’t mean just tappin’— Starrie snapped the throbbing
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sound off, waved the air in protest to Bobby’s cigarette. She dropped her
bag on the floor before flopping down on the plush, aubergine-colored sofa,
kicking off her shoes.
“These are not for walking,” she announced, lifting swollen red feet for
him to see. Bobby’s dog Smoke trotted over to rub a wet muzzle in Starrie’s
open hand, eyes full of worry, submission and relief. Starrie pulled on the
big dog’s satiny black ears.
Smoke’s tail wagged a happy beat.
“Star?”
She looked up. “This city is not a good place.”
“Yeah, okay. I remember that from the first four hundred times you
said so. Did you get any dinner?”
“I’m not hungry.”
“Alright. Call Rodney, huh? He keeps asking.”
“Why?”
“And you left your phone on the kitchen table, not smart, babe.”
“It won’t happen again, Dad.” Her tone was tired and snotty.
Bobby walked out of the room.
The next day Starrie got it right. Bobby drove her to Rodney’s office
and she agreed to take the job. She wasn’t long catching on to his reasons
for hiring her, his friend’s girlfriend, as his assistant. Rodney left out the
part about being a user when he offered her work. He didn’t need an
employee as much as a lookout. The interview consisted of the two of them
smoking a joint, passed across his desk, talking about everything in the
world but medicine.
“This is a joke,” she told Bobby that night. “He’s gonzo, your friend. A
complete tweedy bird.”
“Who?”
“Your old war buddy, Dr Eeling’s a doper.”
“You took the job?”
She nodded.
“Fine, excellent.”
“But only until we have enough saved to get out of here. That was the
deal, right?”
“Sure,” Bobby said, willing at that moment to agree to anything she
asked.
She didn’t ask anything else.
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The Swimmer
Kelly DuMar
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The Whale Who Wasn’t
Alessia Cecchet
Digital Animation

WWW {the whale who wasn't} is a tale of conquest and destruction.
Utilizing fragments of early educational films and animation, the piece
develops a science fiction counter-narrative of subjugation and annihilation
told from a non-human perspective.
View here:
https://vimeo.com/247566478
Password:
whalestories
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The Most Charming Creatures
Catherine Heard and Gary Brown
Video Poem
What is it to measure our lives, to
measure our world, by the human in
relationship to a universe of such
spans? What is it to conceive of the
length of a human life and also have an
awareness of deep time? What is it to be
human, to have a human body and human consciousness, in light of the
scale of the universe, a universe ranging from the spacetime of subatomic
particles, cells and microorganisms to stars, superclusters and possible
multiverses?
Inspired by Robert Hooke’s 1665 text, Micrographia: or Some
Physiological Descriptions of Minute Bodies Made by Magnifying Glasses
with Observations and Inquiries Thereupon, and Ernst Haeckel’s 1862
Monograph on Radiolarians, Heard’s visuals animate miniature sculptures
of cellular forms made using Japanese paper and materials collected in her
garden – seeds, roots, and stems. These fibrous materials are treated with
an oakgall and iron ink, created from a medieval recipe, which renders
them readable by a CT scanner. The scans are translated using Horos
medical imaging software, and transformed into mesmerizing videos of
rotating orbs, reminiscent of Haeckel’s exquisite engravings of radiolarians
(ancient single-celled organisms with mineral skeletons), which he termed,
“the most charming creatures.”
The music was created by Barwin using Max/MSP programming
language abstracting the recording of the spoken text into a haunting
soundworld of ambiguous time, measured by the subterranean sound of a
beating heart.

View Here:
https://vimeo.com/453480363/44bd55c225
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Facial Recognition Running Mates
Thomas Sayers Ellis
Black and White Digital Photography, Dimension Varies, 2021
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List of Contributors
Mariana Astete was born and raised in Santiago, Chile. She became more
aware of freedom after moving to the US. Currently in the last year at The
University of The Permian Basin, working on getting a Bachelors in Fine
Arts, she began to experiment native culture and the features of her home
country, mixed with contemporary American pop-culture and abstract
influences. She titles all of her works using scripture, seeing Holy scriptural
text as eternal, like she wishes her art to be. Astete wants people to know
there is a connection between specific verses as a bridge to every piece. Her
work encompasses drawing, printmaking, photography and sculpture.
Isabel Blanco is a senior at UTPB, and she is majoring in Psychology. She
developed a love for photography after taking a photography class. After
taking the class, she chose to pursue photography as a hobby and hopes to
share her photography with more people. She loves nature photography
and many of her photographs center around nature.
Allessia Cecchet is a maker of moving images. Originally from Italy, she
makes hybrid films that incorporate live action film, found footage, stop
motion animation, fibers, and sculpture. Her work explores matters of loss,
grief and memory with a specific attention with the way we look at animals
and particularly animal death. Alessia holds a MFA from the School of
Visual and Performing Arts at Syracuse University and is currently a PhD
Candidate in Film and Digital Media at the University of California Santa
Cruz. Alessia’s films have won several awards, the most recent ones being
the Honorable Mention at Festival de Cine Silente (Puebla, Mexico) and
the Best Fiction at High Coast Film Festival (Sweden). Her work has been
widely exhibited nationally and internationally at major film festivals
including Torino Film Festival, Slamdance Film Festival, Nashville Film
Festival, Seattle International Film Festival, Encounters Film Festival, Cork
Film Festival, and Florida Film Festival.
Kelly DuMar is a Boston based poet, playwright and photographer who
leads creative writing workshops in person and online. She has published
three poetry chapbooks, and her poems and photos are published in
Bellevue Literary Review, Tupelo Quarterly, Thrush, Glassworks and more.
Kelly produces the monthly Open Mic for the Journal of Expressive
Writing. Her daily blog, #NewThisDay, features nature photos from her
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daily walks on the Charles River with reflections on the writing life. Her
website is kellydumar.com
DuMar writes, “My images are inspired by my daily walks in nature, in
every weather, along the rural Charles River and surrounding wetlands
where I live. My images are never staged. I photograph what I find as I find
it with my iPhone 11. Natural occurrences of my habitat serve as ‘maps of
consciousness’ for me. An image seems to pull my interest toward it, as I’m
walking in a trance-like state, an idea inspired by Thoreau, who said in his
writing about walking: “I must walk more with my free senses...” A
wonderful part of the experience of these photos for me is in the making:
the sensory, bodily encounter I have with elements of natural habitats, the
way the nature is imprinted on my knees as I bend down to get close to the
earth from which these images spring. Each photo composes an emotional
experience and works similarly as a poem does. I take a picture because I
am awakened by an unconscious call to notice something in my daily
habitat and let it be expressed through me; I feel something in the here and
now. My images want to communicate into the breath and throb of a
moment of enlightenment: an integration from unconscious knowing.”
Thomas Sayers Ellis co-founded The Dark Room Collective and The
Dark Reading Series in Cambridge, Massachusetts in 1988 and Heroes Are
Gang Leaders (a Free Jazz Literary band of musicians and writers who were
awarded the American Book Award for Oral Literature in 2018) in 2014.
HAGL has recorded five CDs and performed in Paris, Bordeaux, Lisbon,
Berlin, Gdansk and The Hague. He is the author of “The Maverick Room;”
“Skin Inc.: Identity Repair Poems;” “The Corny Toys” (a chapbook); “Crank
Shaped Notes” (2021) and “Mexico” (2021), a book of photographs. His
images have appeared on numerous book covers and his poems have
appeared in many anthologies and journals including Best American Poetry
(1997, 2001, 2010, 2015); The Paris Review; Poetry; Grand Street, Tin
House and The Nation. In 2019, “Manually Forcing All Modes of
ReSKINstance Into Fo(lk)cus,” a solo exhibition of photographs, was
presented at Studio 81 in Mantova, Italy. Ellis writes a bi-monthly column
on photography and poetics called Fo(lk)cal fr–aim for the Arrowsmith
Press Journal and in 2015, he was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship in
Poetry.
Francisca Esteve was born in Valencia and grew up in Barcelona. She
trained at Escuela Massana, Art and Design Center in Barcelona, and
became an interior designer and a painter, eventually immigrating to
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Mexico in 1984. She and her husband, the writer Marlon L. Fick, lived in
China for a while, and then came to the United States in 2014. In 2018 they
were co-translators of the poetry anthology XEIXA: Fourteen Catalan
Poets. Esteve has been painting since 1965. For her, it’s about precision in
drawing and experimentation in color and light. Through art, she
chronicles her travels from the Spanish Mediterranean to China and Hong
Kong, to the United States and Mexico.
José Fonseca is a writer, taco lover, and Iraq war vet. He has lived and
travelled along the border for years, living with saints and devils, junkies
and prophets, and in mountains and churches, always improving on the
craft. Please support Veteran help organizations, environmental causes,
and don’t leave your dogs inside a closed cab of a vehicle during the
summers.
Sonia Garcia is a West Texas Born artist; she has always had an interest
in drawing as far back as she can remember. She has an Associates in Art
but is currently working on a Bachelor’s degree at University of Texas
Permian Basin, as well as a degree in Woman Studies. Her work explores
the figure and has themes that touch on emotion, femininity, and how we
interact with the world around us. She has a love for color and how it can be
used to set a mood. She likes to play around with what it real and unreal. As
she grew older, she experimented with many different mediums as well as
techniques. Some of her influences are contemporary artists, the
surrealists, as well as the Dadaist.
Candice Harding is an emerging poet who plays Double Dutch with the
lines between pleasure and pain. She is a student at the University of Texas
Permian Basin.
Kyeongrim Kim was born and raised in South Korea. She received her
associate degree in Textile/Surface Design from the Fashion Institute of
Technology in NY, then returned to Korea to work in the Textile and
Fashion industry in Seoul for many years until she decided to study art in
the United States. Most of her art works are involved with Korean history,
culture, and social issues that she considers important.
Lori Howe is the author of two books of poetry, Cloudshade (Sastrugi,
2015) and Voices at Twilight (Sastrugi, 2016), and the Executive Editor of
Blood, Water, Wind, and Stone: An Anthology of Wyoming Writers
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(Sastrugi, 2016). She is the co-creator of the new poetic form, the cadralor,
and founding Editor in Chief of Gleam: Journal of the Cadralor. This year,
her cadralore won the Wyoming Arts Council’s Poetry Fellowship, and two
of her cadralore were nominated for Best of the Net. She lives in Laramie,
Wyoming, where she is an Assistant Professor in the Honors College. She is
at work on the cadralor collection, Ocean, Ocean.
Notes on a new poetic form, the cadralor:
The new poetic form, the cadralor, was created in August of 2020. These
are the rules of the form:
The cadralor is a poem consisting of five, unrelated, numbered stanzas,
each of which can stand alone as a poem, is fewer than 10 lines, and
constrains all stanzas to the same (or nearly the same) number of lines. The
cadralor is an imagist poem, and it is non-narrative in nature. Imagery is
crucial to cadralor: each stanza should be a whole, imagist poem, almost
like a photograph or a scene from a film. The fifth stanza acts as the
crucible, alchemically pulling the unrelated stanzas together into a kind of
love poem. By “love poem,” we mean that the fifth stanza illuminates a
gleaming thread that runs obliquely through the previous stanzas and
answers the compelling question: “for what do you yearn?” While most
poems are narrative, the cadralor avoids narrative. In fact, the strongest
cadralor do not have clearly visible contextual connections between stanzas.
The gleaming thread should behave like an underground river, only
surfacing in the fifth stanza. Stanzas must be numbered 1-5. It is left to the
discretion of the poet to decide if individual stanzas will have titles. End
punctuation for each stanza is also left to the discretion of the poet.
Maureen O’Leary is a painter who also works in photography. She has
exhibited in the United States, Europe and Asia, with recent shows at
Cristin Tierney Gallery, New York, New York and Art Lab Tokyo, Tokyo,
Japan. A past recipient of the Harriet Hale Woolley Fellowship in painting,
she has a B.S. from Yale College and trained at the Art Students League,
New York. Her work has been reviewed in The Washington Post, The
Brooklyn Rail and New York Magazine and is in private and public
collections including Beinecke Library at Yale University, and J.P. Morgan
Chase Bank. Artist’s Statement: “My work derives from observations of
ordinary situations I encounter daily, which become paintings that are both
figurative and abstract. Mundane scenes and objects - trees, homes, cars,
the night, and people, mostly family, are the starting point for
experimentation with the application of paint and a response to light and
shadow. My subjectivity and decision-making shape choices of color, light,
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composition and motif, and collectively comprise a search for the
contemporary romantic. The works can be considered as series that
continue for multiple years or can be regrouped into many alternative
conversations. Moments depicted reflect and chronologize my
preoccupations as would a diary.”
Michael Lewis-Beck writes from Iowa City. He has pieces in American
Journal of Poetry, Alexandria Quarterly, Apalachee Review, Blue Collar
Review, Cortland Review, Chariton Review, Eastern Iowa Review,
Ekphrastic Review, Guesthouse, Heavy Feather Review, Inquisitive Eater,
Pennine Platform, Pilgrimage, Seminary Ridge Review, Southword, Taos
Journal of International Poetry and Art, the tiny journal and
Wapsipinicon Almanac, among other venues. He has a book of poems,
Rural Routes, recently published by Alexandria Quarterly Press.
Lauren Elena Lopez is an artist and educator based in Dallas, Texas. She
holds a Master of Fine Arts in Photography and Transmedia from Texas
Tech University and a Bachelor of Arts in Studio Art from Fordham
University in New York. She explores concepts of memory, place, and
identity through her photographic, mixed media, and installation work.
Chris Marin is an emerging artist born in Lubbock, Texas. Marin received
his BFA in Painting + Drawing at Texas Tech University in 2016 and
received his MFA in Fine Arts at California College of the Arts in San
Francisco, California in 2018. Following his education, for two years he was
an Artist-in-Residence at Charles Adams Studio Project in Lubbock, TX.
Marin has exhibited in solo and collaborative two-person exhibitions at
Hubble Street Gallery, San Francisco, CA; Clamp Light Gallery, San
Antonio, TX; 5&J Gallery, Lubbock, TX; Diana Ling Center for the
Academic Achievement Gallery, Lubbock, TX; He has an upcoming twoperson show at ContraCommon Gallery, Bee Cave, TX and two upcoming
solo exhibitions as John F. Lott Gallery, Lubbock, TX and the Rosemary
Duffy Larson Gallery, Davie, FL; Marin’s most recent curatorial project
“Sincerious” exhibited LSU MFA Graduates at Burgin Gallery, LA. His work
is founded in the 2D depiction of the figure while predominantly existing in
the soft-sculptural painting world. Marin lives in Baton Rouge, Louisiana
and works as a Professor of Practice, Artist-in-Residence, at Louisiana State
University.
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Krysta Mayfield was born in Texas and spent her childhood on the plains
of North Dakota and in the woods of Virginia. She has a BA in English from
the University of Texas Permian Basin and is a student in their English
Graduate Program. Ms. Mayfield writes both poetry and fiction. She
currently resides in West Texas. Her work has been featured in 2021
Sandstorm and Agredicidas Señas. In 2021, Ms. Mayfield won the
university literary awards in all categories (fiction, non-fiction, and poetry).
Melanie Sendejo is a West Texas native from Seminole, Texas. She is a
recent graduate from the University of Texas Permian Basin with a
Bachelors’s in Art and Graphic Design. She is currently a Marketing
Coordinator for the Odessa Marriott Hotel & Conference Center and the
Ector Theater.
Melanie Sendejo’s skillset and interests are photography, digital design,
printmaking, and drawing. Much of her photographic and design interest is
regarded as editorial, portrait, and abstractive art. In 2021, Melanie
completed photographic research and a conceptual photo zine of her
hometown (Somewhere Home). This project has created a particular
interest for Melanie in incorporating digital and photographic elements to
create artworks that give back to the community.
Randy Smith founded and directs the BFA Program in Creative Writing,
now in its twentieth year, at Belhaven University in Jackson, MS. He has
published poetry in Tupelo Quarterly, Prometheus Dreaming, Ruminate,
and Yemassee. In 2018, he was a finalist for the Tupelo Quarterly Poetry
Open Prize.
Cliff Thomason received a Whiting Writers’ Award for nonfiction in 2013
for Love for Sale and Other Essays, published by Autumn House Press,
which has also published his memoir, Twin of Blackness (2015). His
personal essays and pieces on books, film, jazz, and American identity have
found homes in publications including The Washington Post, The Wall
Street Journal, The Village Voice, The Times Literary Supplement, and
The Best American Essays 2018. He is the author of a novel, Signifying
Nothing, and his nonfiction book What It Is: Race, Family, and One
Thinking Black Man's Blues is now out from Other Press, which is due to
publish his graphic novel Big Man and the Little Men, in Fall 2022.
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For over a dozen years he served as the editor of Current Biography, and
he has taught creative nonfiction writing at The Bennington Writing
Seminars, Sarah Lawrence College, Columbia University, Queens College,
and New York University. Since 2015 he has been a fellow of the New York
Institute for the Humanities.
Thompson is also a visual artist (see the Paintings page). One of his
paintings, Going North, appears in the public television documentary The
Bungalows of Rockaway. His paintings grace the front and back cover of
Blink-Ink Issue #38 as well as the cover of What It Is. In March 2020 he
became a member of the Blue Mountain Gallery, a Manhattan-based artists’
collective. He lives in Brooklyn.
Makenna Willson is a junior at UTPB working towards her bachelor’s
degree with a major in Literature and a minor in Political Science. In her
spare time, she enjoys writing, reading, and deep diving into niche topics
on the internet.
Whitney Wright is a 24-year-old senior at UTPB from Midland, TX. She
is going to school for her BA in English with a minor in history to become
an English teacher for junior high students. In her free time, she enjoys
reading, writing, and watching marvel movies with her pug dog and her cat.
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Malland: Sandstorm Spring 2022

Pillow Talk
Chris Marin
Acrylic on canvas, fabric and
snap buttons, 64”x 64”x 20,”
2020

Jalisco’s Combo Meal / Loose
Leaves
Chris Marin
Acrylic on canvas, satin, denim,
rivets, snap buttons and copper,
75"x75"x3,” 2021
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Comfort Women Statue
Kyeongrim Kim
Acrylic Paint, 36”x2 4,” 2021

Levitate
Melanie Sendejo
Pigment Print, 11”x 17,” 2021
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